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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO

Civil Action No. 1:05-cv-01584-REB-OES

CQGT, LLC, a Colorado limited liability company;

CQG, INC., a Colorado corporation,

Plaintiffs,
v.

TRADING TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INC., a Delaware corporation,

Defendant.

DEFENDANT TRADING TECHNOLOGIES’ RENEWED RULE 12 MOTION TO

DISMISS, STAY, OR TRANSFER PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 1404

I. INTRODUCTION

In response to Plaintiffs CQGT, LLC and CQG, lnc.’s, (“CQG") amended

complaint, Defendant Trading Technologies International, Inc. (“TT") now renews its

motion for dismissal of CQG’s declaratory judgment (“DJ”) action.‘ CQG’s amended

complaint does not change the fact that this case should be heard in Illinois. As set

forth in TT’s accompanying motion to dismiss claims ll-V, and to strike CQG’s amended

complaint, CQG’s knee-jerk antitrust claims are an all too common tactic used to evade

the enforcement of legitimate patent rights.

Even if CQG’s amended claims remain in this case, it becomes even clearer that

this case should be heard in Illinois. CQG’s new claims are compulsory counterclaims

that should have been brought in the Illinois patent case. CQG’s allegations focus on

I TT’s original motion to dismiss or transfer CQG’s DJ action (hereinafter “TT Motion”) has been

fully briefed as of October 12, 2005 and is awaiting this Court’s ruling. (Ex. 1.)
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‘IT'S use of its patents in |||inois—-where ‘IT is based, develops its inventions, and

manages the defense of its intellectual property. Any alleged anticompetitive effects are

predominantly felt in Illinois, the site of the major electronic futures exchanges, as well

as the futures traders who use the parties’ products. Moreover, in two related TT cases

pending in Illinois, the same patent antitrust claims CQG now raises have been raised

and the Illinois court is already addressing TT’s motion to dismiss these claims.

CQG's failure to raise these compulsory counterclaims in Illinois reveals its true

motive: distinguishing the Colorado case from the Illinois case and evading transfer to

Illinois. As compulsory counterclaims in Illinois, however, these claims should be

dismissed, stayed, or transferred to the United States District Court for the Northern

District of Illinois (“I|Iinois Court") under 28 U.S.C. § 1404, where a parallel action

between ‘IT and CQG is already undenivay. The Illinois Court reviewed a Motion to

Dismiss filed by CQG, and ruled against CQG, finding that the Illinois Court had proper

jurisdiction. Thus, at a minimum, CQG’s DJ action should be stayed pending resolution

of the Illinois case, which is almost certain to resolve this case as we|l.2

ll. BACKGROUND

This case is duplicative of the TT v. CQG case already underway in the Northern

District of Illinois. In Illinois, CQG moved to transfer the case to this Colorado Court.

CQG's motion was denied. In fact, Judge Moran ruled that CQG's DJ action was

improper, finding CQG's “race to the courthouse [was] in contravention of the purposes

of the declaratory judgment act" and the convenience to the parties and judicial

2 Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12, this motion and TT’s companion motion to strike certain allegations

and to dismiss Counts ll-V inclusive are filed in lieu of an answer to CQG's amended complaint.
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efficiency dictated that the case proceed in Illinois:

. . . we accept jurisdiction and believe that the Colorado court should
transfer the related case to Illinois for consolidation with this case.

Trading Technologies Intl. v. CQG, No. 05 C 4811, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 26514, at

*12-13 (N.D. Ill. October 31, 2005) (Ex. 2). In the wake of the Illinois Court’s decision

that this dispute should be heard in Illinois, CQG recently filed an amended complaint in

this Colorado case with patent-based antitrust claims.

In addition to the TT v. CQG case, seven other cases involving the same TT

patents are also pending in the Illinois Court. Three of these related TT cases were

initially assigned to Judge James B. Moran, while the remaining four cases were

recently reassigned to Judge Moran for resolution of common issues. Order of the

Executive Committee (Ex. 3); see Trading Technologies Intl. v. CQG, No. 05 C 4811,

2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 30893 (N.D. Ill. December 1, 2005) (Ex. 4). Two of these Illinois

cases (Rosenthal Collins Group, LLC v. TT, 05—cv—04088, and TT v. Refco Group Ltd.,

05—cv—01079) already include the very same antitrust and patent misuse claims based

on TT’s enforcement of its patent rights now also alleged by CQG.

III. ARGUMENT

A. CQG’s Patent-Based Antitrust Claims Are Compulsory
Counterclaims That Must Be Heard In Illinois

CQG’s patent-based antitrust claims are baseless, and nothing more than a

transparent attempt to distinguish this case from the Illinois case and avoid transfer. As

compulsory counterclaims allegedly based on TT’s enforcement of its patent rights,

CQG’s new claims should have been brought in the parties’ Illinois patent case.
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Critical-Vac Filtration Corp. v. Minuteman lnt'l., lnc., 233 F.3d 697,703 (2d Cir. 2000)

(barring antitrust claims directed to misuse of an allegedly invalid patent because the

claims were compulsory to a patent infringement action in Illinois); USM Corp. v. SP8

Tech., lnc., 102 F.R.D. 167, (N.D. Ill. 1984) (finding antitrust claims to be compulsory

counterclaims and barred when based on the same allegations of invalidity as raised in

the earlier patent infringement suit). CQG has only filed its declaratoryjudgment

claim (Count I here) as a counterclaim in the Illinois action, but has not filed its other

claims from the Colorado action in Illinois.

CQG’s failure to bring its other claims in Illinois is no accident and reveals its true

motives. It does not seek to adjudicate these claims; rather CQG only seeks to use

these claims to distinguish this case from the Illinois case. Because CQG failed to file

its compulsory counterclaims in Illinois, the two cases are no longer identical mirror

images, as CQG recently emphasized to this Court.

CQG’s tactics cannot be condoned. This case should be dismissed or

transferred in favor of the Illinois case, where the parties’ patent case is already

underway. Transfer under § 1404 is not limited to cases that are identical. Courts

regularly transfer cases that are merely similar. Monsanto Technology LLC v. Syngenta

Crop Protection, lnc., 212 F.Supp.2d 1101 (E.D. Mo. 2002) (“The two cases do not have

to be identical but must have issues that substantially overlap.”); AT&T v. MCI Comm.

Corp., 736 F.Supp 1294 (D.N.J. 1990). Moreover, "[a] court acting under § 1404(a) may

not transfer part of a case for one purpose while maintaining jurisdiction for another
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purpose; the section 'contemplates a plenary transfer’ of the entire case." Chrysler

Credit Corp. v. Country Chrysler, /nc., 928 F.2d 1509, 1518 (10th Cir. 1991).

Even if CQG’s amended claims are part of this case, this still cannot change that

the evidence in this case is centered in Chicago, where the major trading exchanges

and the parties’ customers are located. If fact, CQG’s claims make it clearer that the

dispute between the parties should be heard in Illinois. See infra Section llI.D.1. The

witnesses and evidence necessary to CQG’s alleged misuse and antitrust counts that

relate to TT’s use of its patents are in Illinois. See TT Motion at 4-8 (Ex. 1). TT is

headquartered in Illinois and invented, filed, and obtained its patents from its offices in

Illinois. TT also manages the defense of its intellectual property from Illinois and any

alleged anticompetitive effects would be felt by the major trading futures exchanges and

futures traders who are located there. Illinois is thus the appropriate forum to hear

CQG’s amended claims.

Even CQG’s attempt to raise Colorado state law claims does not weigh in favor

of hearing this case in Colorado, as CQG’s claims are still compulsory in the Illinois

action. Further, the application of state law is nothing new to a federal court. Federal

courts routinely apply state laws, including applying the law of the state where the court

sits, applying the law of other states, and deciding issues of preemption when a conflict

between state and federal law arises.

B. As The Illinois Court Found, CQG Cannot Establish Declaratory

Judgment Jurisdiction For CQG’s Colorado Action

Likewise, CQG’s amended complaint does not remedy the lack ofjurisdiction for

this DJ action. TT’s pending motion to dismiss this DJ action sets forth the facts
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